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QUESTION 1

A branch office has a primary L3VPN MPLS connection back to the main office and an IPSEC VPN tunnel that serves
as backup. Which design ensures that data is sent over the backup connection only if the primary MPLS circuit is
down? 

A. Use EIGRP to establish a neighbor relationship with the main office via L3VPN MPLS and the IPSEC VPN tunnel. 

B. Use BGP with the multipath feature enabled to force traffic via the primary path when available. 

C. Use static routes tied to an IP SLA to prefer the primary path while a floating static route points to the backup
connection. 

D. Use OSPF with a passive-interface command on the backup connection. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A network engineer is redesigning a company\\'s QoS solution. The company is currently using IP Precedence, but the
engineer plans to move to DiffServ. It is important that the new solution provide backward compatibility with the current
solution. Which technology should the design include? 

A. expedited forwarding 

B. assured forwarding 

C. class selector code points 

D. default per hop behavior 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company with multiple service providers wants to speed up BGP convergence time in the event a failure occurs with
their primary link. Which approach achieves this goal and does not impact router CPU utilization? 

A. Utilize BFD and tune the multiplier to 50 

B. Lower the BGP hello interval 

C. Decrease the BGP keepalive timer 

D. Utilize BFD and keep the default BGP timers 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



Which component of Cisco SD-Access integrates with Cisco DNA Center to perform policy segmentation and
enforcement through the use of security group access control lists and security group tags? 

A. Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller Enterprise Module 

B. Cisco Network Data Platform 

C. Cisco Identity Services Engine 

D. Cisco TrustSec 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. An architect must create a stable and scalable EIGRP solution for a customer. The design must: 

1. 

conserve bandwidth, memory, and CPU processing 

2. 

prevent suboptimal routing 

3. 

avoid any unnecessary queries 

Which two solutions must the architect select? (Choose two.) 



A. route summarization 

B. prefix lists 

C. distribute lists 

D. stub routing 

E. static redistribution 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

An engineer is designing an addressing plan for a small business using a single /24 network. Each department must
have its own subnet. Drag and drop the subnets from the left onto the requirements of the department they fulfill on the
right. Not all options are used. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 



 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer must optimize the traffic flow of the network. Which change provides a more efficient design between the
access and the distribution layer? 

A. Add a link between access switch A and access switch B 

B. Reconfigure the distribution switch A to become the HSRP Active 

C. Change the link between distribution switch A and distribution switch B to be a routed link 

D. Create an EtherChannel link between distribution switch A and distribution switch B 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An engineer must design a QoS solution for a customer that is connected to an ISP over a 1Gbps link with a 100Mbps
CIR. The ISP aggressively drops all traffic received over the CIR, which is causing numerous TCP retransmissions. The
customer is not using any RTP applications but wants to maximize bandwidth usage up to the CIR. Which QoS solution
should the engineer choose? 

A. policing 

B. queuing 



C. traffic shaping 

D. policer with markdown 

Correct Answer: C 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/quality-of-service-qos/qos-policing/19645-policevsshape.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

An architect must design a solution to connect the network behind R3 with the EIGRP network. Which mechanism
should be included to avoid routing loops? 

A. down bit 



B. split-horizon 

C. route tags 

D. summarization 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer\\'s environment includes hosts that support IPv6-only. Several of these hosts must communicate with a
public web server that has only IPv4 domain name resolution. Which solution should the customer use in this
environment? 

A. utilize NAT64 to translate the addresses 

B. Implement NAT44 at the edge of the customer network 

C. use 6to4 and a tunnel to translate the addresses 

D. implement 6PE to resolve hostname resolution 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which design element should an engineer consider when multicast is included in a Cisco SD-Access architecture? 

A. PIM SSM must run in the underlay. 

B. Multicast clients reside in the underlay, and the multicast source is outside the fabric or in the overlay. 

C. Rendezvous points must be used in a PIM SSM deployment. 

D. Multicast traffic is transported in the overlay and the EID space for wired and wireless clients. 

Correct Answer: D 

Multicast traffic is transported in the overlay, in the EID space, for both wired and wireless clients
https://www.ciscolive.com/c/dam/r/ciscolive/us/docs/2018/pdf/BRKEWN-2020.pdf https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/
docs/cloud-systems-management/network-automation-and-management/dna-center/deploy-guide/cisco-dna-center-sd-
access-wl-dg.pdf 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 



EIGRP has been configured on all links. The spoke nodes have been configured as EIGRP stubs, and the WAN links to
R3 have higher bandwidth and lower delay than the links to R4. When a link failure occurs at the R1-R2 link, what
happens to traffic on R1 that is destined for a subnet attached to R2? 

A. R1 has no route to R2 and drops the traffic 

B. R1 load-balances across the paths through R3 and R4 to reach R2 

C. R1 forwards the traffic to R3, but R3 drops the traffic 

D. R1 forwards the traffic to R3 in order to reach R2 

Correct Answer: A 

The EIGRP stub routing feature will prevent the remote device from advertising core routes back to the distribution
devices. Routes learned by the remote device from Distribution 1 will not be advertised to Distribution 2. Therefore,
Distribution 2 will not use the remote device as a transit for traffic destined to the network core 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/iproute_eigrp/configuration/15-mt/ire-15-mt-book/ire-eigrp-stub-
rtg.html 
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